The War On Cash Must Be Won..!!
USE IT OR LOSE IT..!! JOIN THE PEACEFUL REVOLUTION TODAY…!!!
Cash helps to keep you free..!!!! Free from corporate surveillance. Free from negative interest rates. Free from
banks and governments stealing your money
BUT – Don’t think collecting $50 and $100 notes will protect your family. The government can wipe-out your
savings with the flick of a pen. You need to use your cash in the real economy every day.
If you stop using cash this is what will happen when the Reserve Bank replaces cash with a Digital Dollar
* EVERY single cent you own will be stored and controlled by the bank
* EVERY transaction you make is recorded and exploitable
* ALL your movements & actions are traceable.
* Access to YOUR money can be BLOCKED at the click of a button opening the door to bureaucratic
interference or deliberate harassment. You can be de-banked - unable to purchase food, petrol .....
ANYTHING..!!
* If your transactions are deemed in any way questionable, by those who create the questions, your money will
be FROZEN - "for your own good."
* Computer or electricity failure - whether accidental or deliberate - again means no ability to purchase
ANYTHING..!! Your ability to survive a crisis threatened. Enemy actors are working on hacking our digital and
electrical infrastructure RIGHT NOW..!!
* Banks able to charge you negative interest rates - ie you have to pay them to "hold" your money.
* Banks able to steal your deposits and Super during the next financial crisis - it's called a Bail-In ... and it
follows a Bail-Out when your taxes are transferred to banks and other corporate / elite interests. Both the ALP
and LNP recently refused to make clear via simple legislation that Bail-In is not on.
* No escape from rising and unreasonable bank fees and charges on EVERY SINGLE transaction.
The bankers and the elite want this so bad...!! AND you can stop it so easily..!!
USE CASH WHENEVER YOU CAN - Do the following things RIGHT NOW to stop the attack on your rights,
freedoms and privacy.
1. Get some cash each week from an ATM or over the counter at your bank.
2. Never use a Credit or Debit Card when the shop charges a bank fee for doing so.
3. Try to only use cards when you shop on-line.
4. Always pay small businesses with cash - they hate the bank fees
5. If a shop refuses to take your cash: a) Tell them that you will not do business with them and/or b) Drop the
cash on the bench and tell them to "KEEP THE CHANGE."
6. Get your friends to do the same. Tell then if they don't like bank fees now just wait till you HAVE TO use
Cards, Phones and maybe even Chips.
7. Some shops in Sydney and Melbourne are trying to go cashless – tell them they have no right to reject cash
- IT'S LEGAL TENDER..!! Tell the manager to get real ... as you walk out of the store.
8. Try to avoid debt altogether on normal shopping. Chop up your credit card as quickly as you can. Use a debit
card only if at all possible. Instead of buy now pay later traps try the old Save Now ... Buy Later for anything on
your wish list.
9. Support the push for a Post Office Bank network right around the country
Thanks to citizens and businesses working together the LNP Cash Ban Bill legislation was thrown out. A great
win for all in the battle ... but to really win the #WarOnCash we all must keep using cash.
Every time you pull out some cash think about it as you doing your bit to save your country and its freedoms.
Sock it to the banks every day in every way.
Join the reform revolution today.
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